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Milan Choudhury completes PMWL Research Internship
Graduate student at SDA Bocconi Asia Center in Mumbai
completes PM World Library research internship
13 November 2020 – Nagpur, India and Dallas, TX, USA – PM World has
announced that Mr. Milan Choudhury, a graduate student at the SDA Bocconi Asia
Center in Mumbai, India has successfully completed a PM World Library project
management research internship. Milan is currently pursuing his International Master
in Business (IMB) degree for the academic years 2019-2021. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Pharmacy from Nagpur University (India), where he studied from 20102014, and a Master’s degree in Bioprocess Technology (M.Tech BPT) from the
Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai, India, where he studied from 2014-2016.
From 2016 to 2018 Milan worked as a Research Analyst for
USV Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai. He was involved in multiple projects
for various drug substances and drug products that included
drug profiling, analytical method development and validation,
meeting US FDA standards. He has also briefly worked in
Content Marketing, both as a full-time content writer as well
as a freelancer.
According to PM World Library Director David Pells, “Milan made steady progress
early in 2020 but was interrupted by studies and the Covid Pandemic. In the last
month he resurfaced with a multitude of research results, all of which were excellent.
Check them out on his intern profile page.”
According to Milan, “This internship was very useful; I’m glad I continued. I’m sure
that I will be involved with many projects over my career and what I have learned
through this internship will be very helpful. And now I know where I can go for more
information as well, so thank you.
Pells added, “Milan’s last few resources were outstanding, on the integration of
project management with organizational change management and the often
necessary use of micromanagement during a project crisis. These will be useful to
many people in today’s complicated and rapidly changing conditions, and I think
demonstrated how Milan came to recognize the potential value of his research.
Thank you, Milan! Good work!”
PM World offers virtual project management research internships to university
students worldwide who are studying at recognized universities. Internships offer
students an opportunity to research specific program/project management topics,
network with other interns, gain visibility and enhance their CVs. Interns also receive
five years of free PMWL membership. To learn more and to see participating
interns, go to http://pmworldlibrary.net/university-interns/
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To see Milan Choudhury’s research results, visit his intern showcase page at
https://pmworldlibrary.net/milan-choudhury/
The PM World Library (PMWL) is a global resource for continuous learning in
programme and project management. The PMWL is administered by PM World,
which also produces the monthly PM World Journal (PMWJ), a global resource for
sharing knowledge related to portfolio, program and project management (P/PM). To
see the latest edition of the PMWJ, go to https://pmworldjournal.com/. To learn
more, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/.
For information, contact Editor@pmworld.net.

